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Dielectric investigations of the dynamics of the hexatic-hexatic transition in a chiral liquid crystal

S. Krishna Prasad, Geetha G. Nair, and Rajni kant*
Centre for Liquid Crystal Research, Jalahalli, Bangalore 560 013, India
~Received 7 August 1997; revised manuscript received 16 October 1997!

We report a detailed investigation of the dynamics of the hexatic–smectic-I * to hexatic–smectic-F* phase
transition in a chiral liquid-crystalline compound. The results show a dramatic softening of the relaxation
frequency and an associated divergence of the susceptibility on approaching the transition. The temperature
dependence of both these parameters can be described by a power law with an exponent equal to 1, in
agreement with the theoretical predictions.@S1063-651X~98!03402-3#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 61.30.2v, 64.60.Ht, 77.84.Nh
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Smectic-I (I ) and smectic-F (F) are tilted hexatic liquid
crystals in which the molecules are tilted with respect to
smectic layer normal and exhibit long-range bond orien
tional ~BO! order, but only short-range positional order@1#.
In the I phase the molecular tilt direction is towards a near
neighbor, while in theF phase it is between two neare
neighbors. With the disappearance of the BO order alo
either of these phases can transform into the smectic-C (C)
phase. Coupling to the molecular tilt induces long-range
even in theC phase, albeit of small magnitude.

Since only the magnitude of BO is different, theC and
I /F phases have the same point-group symmetry@2#. Conse-
quently, the first-orderC-I or C-F phase boundary can te
minate at a critical point similar to the gas liquid critic
point. Such a critical point has been observed at the ter
nation of theC-I phase transition line@3,4#. Some materials
exhibit both theI and F phases with the phase sequen
C-I -F on cooling the sample. Several synchrotron x-r
studies on freely suspended films have confirmed the st
tural characteristics associated with these phases@1,5#. How-
ever, not much experimental attention has been given to
dynamics associated with the transition between the pha
This is particularly so in the case of the hexatic-hexatic tr
sition between theI andF phases.

The tilt of the molecules in these phases can be re
sented by a two-component order parameterc~V,f!, where
V, the polar angle, is the magnitude of tilt andf, the azi-
muthal angle, is the angle the in-plane projection of the m
ecule makes with respect to a reference axis. Similarly,
sixfold BO order can also be represented by a tw
component order parameter having a magnitude an
‘‘bond’’ angle, which we shall refer to asu. In this terminol-
ogy,u-f is 0° ~mod 60°! in the I phase and 30°~mod 60°! in
the F phase. To incorporate a tilted hexatic phase into
theoretical framework, Nelson and Halperin@2# introduced a
free-energy expression that essentially had the usual F
elastic terms and a tilt-bond coupling term. Generaliz
this Hamiltonian, Selinger and Nelson@6# wrote the tilt-
bond interaction term asV(u2f)52h6 cos 6(u2f)
2h12 cos 12(u2f). Using this potential, they obtained
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phase diagram in theh6-h12 plane exhibiting theI and F
phases. In this model for positive values ofh12, the I phase
exists forh6.0 and theF phase appears forh6,0. At h6
50 there is a first-order transition between the two phas
Selinger and Nelson@6# and later Selinger@7# have worked
out the dynamics near this transition. The tilt-bond coupli
gives rise to two dynamic modes: a hydrodynamic or aco
tic mode corresponding to the in-phase fluctuations of
bond plus the tilt and a nonhydrodynamic or optic mo
corresponding to the out-of-phase fluctuation of the bo
plus the tilt. The relaxation frequency of the acoustic mode
not expected to vary on passing through theI -F transition. In
contrast, the optic mode shows a critical slowing down of
frequency with a concomitant increase in the susceptibi
on approaching the transition from either side. This theo
ical analysis was motivated by a light-scattering study
Dierker and Pindak@8# in five-layer-thick free-standing films
of a chiral material exhibiting anI * to F* transition.~The
asterisk indicates that the constituent molecules are chi!
In both these phases the molecules are tilted in the layer
hence they exhibit a spontaneous in-plane ferroelectric po
ization, whose direction is coupled to the azimuthal angle
the tilt. This makes it amenable to study by using dielect
spectroscopy especially to probe the dynamics in such
tems. In this paper we present results of dielectric investi
tions on the same compound used by Dierker and Pindak@8#,
albeit in a bulk sample. Although the transition appears to
first order, strong pretransitional effects are observed jus
in the light scattering study@8#. The softening of the relax-
ation frequency and the enhancement of the associated
plitude are clearly seen on approaching the transition. F
ther, it is shown that the data can be fit to a power law,
exponent of which turns out to be in agreement with t
theoretical prediction.

The compound studied is the chiral material
(28-methylbutyl!phenyl 4-~n-octyl! biphenyl-4-carboxylate,
showing the phase sequence isotropic–blue pha
cholesteric–smecticA–smectic C* –smectic I * –smectic
F* –crystal J* @9#. The samples were taken between tw
indium tin oxide~ITO! coated glass plates treated with pol
imide solution and unidirectionally rubbed. Mylar space
were used to define the cell thickness (;4 mm). To get a
uniform planar orientation of the molecules, the sample w
cooled slowly~6 K/h! from the isotropic phase through th
cholesteric phase

ty,
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into the smectic-A phase. The sample alignment was mo
tored during the measurements using an optical polariz
microscope.

Dielectric measurements were done in the range of
Hz–100 kHz using a capacitance divider network and
lock-in amplifier ~EG&G Instruments Model 7260! as a
phase-sensitive detector@10#. The samples were kept in a ho
stage, which was controlled by an INSTEC temperature c
troller. The constancy of temperature during any freque
scan was better than 10 mK.

Figure 1 is a typical plot of the real part of the dielectr
constant (e8) versus the probing frequency (f ) showing the
existence of a single relaxation mode. It is a standard p
tice to express the frequency dependence of the diele
constant using a ‘‘Cole-Cole’’ equation@11#

e85
De

11~ f / f R!12h 1e` , ~1!

wheree` represents the sum of the dielectric strengths of
high-frequency modes other than the one under considera
and h is the distribution parameter of the mode and is
measure of the deviation from a simple Debye type of
pression. Two parameters that are characteristic of the m
and are important for the purpose of this paper are the re
ation frequencyf R and the dielectric strengthDe. Notice that
De is nothing but the difference in the dielectric constant
frequencies well below and well abovef R . To extract all
these parameters, we fitted thee8 versusf data at each tem
perature to Eq.~1!. Such a fit is also shown in Fig. 1 as
solid line and is seen to describe the frequency depend
excellently.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the re
ation frequencyf R . We do indeed find that theI * -F* tran-
sition is accompanied by a strong softening of the mode

FIG. 1. Representative plot of the frequency dependence of
dielectric constante8. The circles are from the experiment and t
line through the circles indicates the fitting done to the stand
Cole-Cole expression~1! for extracting the relaxation frequencyf R

and the dielectric strengthDe.
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reflected in the appreciable decrease in the relaxation fr
quency near the transition. This result qualitatively agree
with the data of Dierker and Pindak@8# and confirms that the
tilt-bond coupling ~represented by the coefficienth6! does
reduce significantly on approaching the transition, as is ex
pected from the theory. Notice thatf R has a nonzero value at
the transition. This is supposed to indicate that the transitio
is first order@7#. However, it should be mentioned that dif-
ferential scanning calorimetric~Perkin Elmer DSC7 with
DDSC attachment! scans, run in both the usual dc tempera
ture ramping method~DSC! and ac temperature superposi-
tion method~Dynamic DSC!, failed to show theI * -F* tran-
sition. In contrast, even the hexatic-crystal (F* -J* )
transition, which is known to be weak, was clearly observed
If the I * -F* transition is in fact first order, we can place an
upper limit of 10 J/mol on its enthalpy. It may be mentioned
that a similar case of a transition with immeasurably sma
latent heat displaying the first-order transition character in
dynamic measurement has been reported by Cladiset al.
@12#.

Generally, the critical slowing down of cooperative order-
ing can be explained@13# by a power-law expression with a
functional form given by

f R}tz, ~2!

where t is the reduced temperature. In the more specifi
theory of Selinger and Nelson@6#, the relaxation frequency is
proportional to the tilt-bond coupling coefficienth6 . Close to
the I -F transition,h6 is expected to be proportional to the
reduced temperature. Thus one can write

f R}uT2TIF u1const. ~3!

e

d

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the relaxation frequencyf R

showing a strong softening on approaching theI * -F* transition.
The fitting done to Eq.~4! is shown as a solid line through the
circles and yields an exponentz51.
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57 1791DIELECTRIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE DYNAMICS . . .
Here TIF is the I * -F* transition temperature. Comparin
Eqs.~1! and~2!, we see that the exponentz51. This value is
the same in both the mean-field and renormalization-gr
analyses@7#.

To extract the actual value of the exponent, we rew
Eq. ~2! as

f R5F6uT2TIF uz1F0 , ~4!

whereF0 is a temperature-independent constant andF1 and
F2 are the amplitudes above and belowTIF . In terms of the
dimensionless temperature (T2TIF)/TIF , the available fit-
ting range is (6.531025) – (3.831023) above TIF and
(26.831025) – (23.331023) below TIF . A least-squares
fit done with Eq.~3! by floating all four parameters describe
the data very well. This is shown as a solid line in Fig. 2 a
yields TIF5337.70 K and an exponentz50.9960.02.
Within the error limits, the exponent value is exactly as p
dicted by the theory, thus proving that even in bulk syste
the frequency of the relaxation mode is simply proportio
to the tilt-bond coupling coefficienth6 . Noninclusion of the
data in the rounding region~very close to the transition! did
not alter the results much.

In addition to the slowing down off R , the theory also
expects the static susceptibility to grow at a rate that is
versely proportional toh6 on approachingTIF . In other
words, near the transition the dielectric strength, which is
susceptibility in our case, should become enhanced as

De}uT2TIF u2z with z51.

For the convenience of representing the power-law fit m
tioned below, we have plotted in Fig. 3 the inverse dielec
strength as a function of reduced temperature. Since 1De
has a nonzero value at the transition, again, perhaps due
first-order nature, we have fitted the data to a functional fo
similar to Eq.~3!, viz.,

1

De
5A6uT2TIF uz1const. ~5!

This fitting was not straightforward. If we include all th
data that were considered for thef R fitting, it results in high
values ofx2 ~which is a measure of the goodness of fit! and
yields z50.86. However, limiting the data on theI * side to
TIF10.5 °C, but retaining all the data on theF* side gives
an excellent fit withz50.9860.04, which is again in agree
ment with the theoretical prediction. The departure from l
s
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earity for the data aboveTIF10.5 °C is possibly due to the
proximity of theC* -I * transition, which is only 3 °C above
the I * -F* transition.

In summary, we have carried out a detailed investigati
of the dynamics near the hexatic-hexatic transition in a chi
liquid crystal. The features observed, viz., the critical slow
ing down of the relaxation frequency and the associated
crease in the dielectric strength, both of them varying li
early with reduced temperature, are in agreement with
theoretical prediction. There are indications that strong p
transitional effects are seen, although the transition could
first order, even if weakly so. Further studies on a suitab
binary system or as a function of pressure could perhaps l
to the observation of a tricritical point on the hexatic-hexat
boundary.

We are indebted to Professor S. Chandrasekhar for
keen interest in this work and for useful discussions. Fina
cial support from Science and Engineering Research Co
cil, DST, New Delhi is gratefully acknowledged.

FIG. 3. Thermal variation of the inverse dielectric strength~or
inverse susceptibility! in the vicinity of the I * -F* transition. The
solid line is a fit to a modified power law@Eq. ~5!# with an
exponent51. The nonzero value at the transition and a slight roun
ing seen in the vicinity of it are indicative of the transition bein
first order. The departure from linearity observed aboveTIF

10.5 °C is perhaps due to the proximity of theC* -I * transition.
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